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Introduction

Machine learning has been widely adopted in real-world scenarios
that has great social influence, and fairness in automatic
decision-making systems has become an arising concern.
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Introduction

In practice, however, due to legal or regulatory concerns, it is often
infeasible to collect sensitive information, greatly limiting the usage of
conventional methods on fairness.

Besides, in many real-world applications, we expect the
decision-making systems to be fair w.r.t. multiple sensitive attributes.
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Introduction

Current methods on fairness without demographics can be divided
into two categories: fairness with proxy sensitive attribute and
Max-Min fairness.

However, these methods can be too strict to improve fairness.

Our goal: knowledge distillation for improving fairness without
accessing sensitive information.
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Preliminary results

Label smoothing helps reduce disparity:
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Method

Figure: Demonstration of our knowledge distillation method.
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Method

We consider two different mapping functions 𝜙:

Softmax function:

ŷ t
ij = 𝜙softmax(zi)j =

exp
(
zij/T

)∑
k exp (zik/T ) .

Linear function:

rij′ =
zij′ −mini∈Sj zij′

maxi∈Sj zij′ −mini∈Sj zij′
+ 0.5,

rik = (1 − rij′)
zik∑

k≠argmaxl zil zik
,∀k ≠ argmax

l
zil .
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Theoretical analysis

Change in training loss:

Lsoft − Lhard = (y − y′) log(f (x)) − (y − y′) log(1 − f (x))

= 𝛼(y − ŷ t) log(
exp (z1 )

exp (z0 )+exp (z1 )

1 − exp (z1 )
exp (z0 )+exp (z1 )

),

= 𝛼(y − ŷ t) (z1 − z0).

In terms of reweighing:

w (x) = (1 − 𝜏(x)) [𝛼ŷ t + (1 − 𝛼)y] + 𝜏(x).

Hard samples correctly classified are assigned with higher weight.
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Theoretical analysis

Theorem
Consider a classifier f : X → [0, 1] for binary classification. Denote
the classification loss as Lsoft = −y′ log(f (x)) − (1 − y′) log(1 − f (x))
with soft label y′ = 𝛼ŷ t + (1 − 𝛼)y, where ŷ t ∈ [0, 1] is the predicted
label from teacher model, y ∈ {0, 1} is the binary label, and 𝛼 is the
balance parameter. The equal odds fairness metrics w.r.t. classifier f
is upper bounded by Lsoft .
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Experiments
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Experiments
Parameter analysis:

(a) COMPAS (race) (b) New Adult (race) (c) CelebA, gender classi-
fication (age)

(d) COMPAS (sex) (e) New Adult (gender) (f) CelebA, attractiveness
classification (gender)

Figure: Change of equalized odds as 𝛼 varies.
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Summary

Knowledge distillation for fairness without demographics

Effectiveness of label smoothing

Linear and softmax normalization

Connection between soft labelling and reweighing

Theoretical guarantee for fairness
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Thank you
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